Barking - The Finds
Excavations at Abbey Retail Park, Abbey Road, Barking

Finding the finds

Medieval

As the archaeologists excavate the features and deposits

The site’s continued use into the medieval period is also reflected in the

revealed during the work they will often find artefacts that have

finds. A tiny silver coin and a variety of iron and copper alloy buckles and

been placed, either deliberately or accidentally, in the ground.

broaches could date to the Saxon or medieval periods whereas several

These finds can often give clues as to how old an archaeological

sherds of pottery are of definite medieval date. These represent fragments

feature might be or perhaps what it or the area nearby was

of large jars, and smaller jugs, some of which are likely to have been

used for. The types of object found depends very much on the

imported from places such as France. Also belonging to this period are

conditions in which they were buried. For example, pottery

several small fragments of window glass which may have originally come

survives well in almost all soils whereas bone can disintegrate

from the abbey, as well as several chunks of broken flint which are the

in acidic ground. Wet conditions, such as those present in

waste materials created during the working of the flint nodules to form the

the old river channel on this site, are perfect for preserving

facings of the abbey walls.

wooden items.

Prehistoric
The oldest finds from the site are a series of flint tools and objects associated
with tool-making. The most impressive of these is a flint core which dates
from the Upper Palaeolithic. This is the remains of a flint nodule after
blade tools have been struck from around the edges and represents the
first human reoccupation of London after the last Ice Age (approximately
12,000 years ago). Several blade tools dating from the Mesolithic and
Neolithic periods were recovered from the earliest features on site along
with a flint multi-tool. This has one edge that could be used as a scraper
for cleaning items such as hide and a notch for cleaning more cylindrical
objects such as wood and bone. The later prehistoric period is represented
by some small fragments of pottery which most likely dates to the Iron
Age.

Examples from other sites of Saxon (left) and medieval (right) pottery

Post-medieval
While the main periods of activity on the site were before the dissolution
of the abbey in the 16th century, evidence of later occupation has also
been recovered. These include the base of a very large glass bottle which
likely dates to the time when the abbey was being demolished in the mid
1500s.

Knapping flint blades, showing the remaining core (right).

Saxon
Unsurprisingly for the site of a Saxon abbey many of the finds recovered
during the excavations date to the Saxon period (AD410 - 1066). These
include some sherds of coarse grass and flint tempered pottery which

Rim of a pitcher with handle attached, as found during the current excavations

is likely to have been made locally as well as some items from further
afield. The earliest Saxon objects may have been originally made in the
Roman period and then later reused. Examples of these are three different
types of terracotta floor tile, once of which has been glazed, which may
have started out as large Roman bricks. A different type of reuse can be
seen in the remains of a striking blue glass bowl which is likely to have
originally been made in the countries of the eastern Mediterranean during
the Roman period and then melted down and reformed as a roll-topped
bowl in Saxon times. Other finds of note from this period include a ringand-dot patterned section of carved rib bone which would have formed
the decorative centre of a bone comb.

A more complete
example of a bone
comb with ringand-dot decoration
found during the
1980s excavations at
Barking Abbey

